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9: MPEG Video

Mark Handley

MPEG Family

 MPEG-1

Similar to H.263 CIF in quality

 MPEG-2

Higher quality:  DVD, Digital TV, HDTV

 MPEG-4/H.264

More modern codec.

Aimed at lower bitrates.

Works well for HDTV too.
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MPEG-1 Compression

 MPEG: Motion Pictures Expert Group

 Finalized in 1991

 Optimized for video resolutions:

352x240 pixels at 30 fps (NTSC)
352x288 pixels at 25 fps (PAL/SECAM)

 Optimized for bit rates around 1-1.5Mb/s.

 Syntax allows up to 4095x4095 at 60fps, but not commonly
used.

 Progressive scan only (not interlaced)

MPEG Frame Types

 Unlike H.261, each frame must be of one type.

H.261 can mix intra and inter-coded MBs in one frame.

 Three types in MPEG:

 I-frames (like H.261 intra-coded frames)

P-frames (“predictive”, like H.261 inter-coded frames)

B-frames (“bidirectional predictive”)
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MPEG I-frames
 Similar to JPEG, except:

 Luminance and chrominance share quantization tables.
 Quantization is adaptive (table can change) for each macroblock.

 Unlike H.261, every n frames, a full intra-coded frame is included.
 Permits skipping.  Start decoding at first I-frame following the

point you skip to.
 Permits fast scan.  Just play I-frames.
 Permits playing backwards (decode previous I-frame, decode

frames that depend on it, play decoded frames in reverse order)

 An I frame and the successive frames to the next I frame (n frames)
is known as a Group of Pictures.

I P

Codes
differences
from

P P

MPEG P-Frames
 Similar to an entire frame of H.261 inter-coded blocks.

Half-pixel accuracy in motion vectors (pixels are
averaged if needed).

 May code from previous I frame or previous P frame.

I P

Codes
differences
from

P P I
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Frame 2

Object occlusion

 Often an object moves in front of a background.

 P frames code the object fine, but can’t effectively code the
revealed background.

Frame 1 Frame 3

Previous frame doesn’t
contain this information

Next frame does. Can
we code from this?

B-frames
 Bidirectional Predictive Frames.
 Each macroblock contains two sets of motion vectors.
 Coded from one previous frame, one future frame, or a combination

of both.
1. Do motion vector search separately in past reference frame and

future reference frame.
2. Compare:

 Difference from past frame.
 Difference from future frame.
 Difference from average of past and future frame.

3. Encode the version with the least difference.
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B-frames: Macroblock averaging
Past Frame Current Frame Future Frame

= Difference-
2

+

Motion
Vectors

+

Frame Ordering

 Up to encoder to choose I, P, B frame ordering.

 Eg IBBPBBIBBPBBPI…

I

Codes
differences

from

PB IB B B
First
Frame
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Encoding Order

I

1. Encode I-frame 1

2. Store frame 2

3. Store frame 3

4. Encode P frame 5

5. Encode B frame 2

6. Encode B frame 3

7. Store frame 5

8. Store frame 6

9. Encode I frame 7

10. Encode B frame 5

11. Encode B frame 6

B B P B B I

Transmission Order
 Frames are encoded out of order

 Need to be decoded in the order they’re encoded.

 Common to send out of order.

Eg: I1B2B3P4B5B6I7B8B9P10B11B12I14
sent in the order

I1P4B2B3I7B5B6P10B8B9I14B11B12

 Allows decoder to decode as data arrives, although it still has to hold
decoded frames until it has decoded prior B frames before playing
them out.
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B-frame disadvantages
 Computational complexity.

 More motion search, need to decide whether or not to average.

 Increase in memory bandwidth.

 Extra picture buffer needed.

 Need to store frames and encode or playback out of order.

 Delay

 Adds several frames delay at encoder waiting for need later
frame.

 Adds several frames delay at decoder holding decoded I/P frame,
while decoding and playing prior B-frames that depend on it.

B-frame advantage

 B-frames increase compression.

 Typically use twice as many B frames as I+P frames.

27:14.8KBAverage

50:12.5KBB

20:16KBP

7:118KBI

CompressionSizeType
Typical MPEG-1
values.

Really depends on
video content.
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MPEG-2

 ISO/IEC standard in 1995

 Aimed at higher quality video.

 Supports interlaced formats.

 Many features, but has profiles which constrain common
subsets of those features:

Main profile (MP): 2-15Mb/s over broadcast channels
(eg DVB-T) or storage media (eg DVD)

PAL quality: 4-6Mb/s, NTSC quality: 3-5Mb/s.

MPEG-2 Levels

Film production80601920x1152High

Consumer HDTV60601440x1152Main 1440

Studio TV1530720x576Main

Consumer tape equiv.430352x288Low

ApplicationMax Coded
Data Rate
(Mb/s)

Max
FPS

Max
Resolution

Level
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MPEG-2 vs MPEG-1

Sequence layer

progressive vs interlaced

More aspect ratios (eg 16x9)

Syntax can now signal frames sizes up to 16383x16383

Pictures must be a multiple of 16 pixels

MPEG-2 vs MPEG-1
Picture Layer:

All MPEG-2 motion vections are always half-pixel
accuracy
 MPEG-1 can opt out, and do one-pixel accuracy.

DC coefficient can be coded as 8, 9, 10, or 11 bits.
 MPEG-1 always uses 8 bits.

Optional non-linear macroblock quantization, giving a
more dynamic step size range:
 0.5 to 56 vs 1 to 32 in MPEG-1.
 Good for high-rate high-quality video.
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Interlacing
 MPEG-2 codes a frame. May include both interlaced fields.

 Fields may differ, so compression suffers.

 More high frequencies in vertical dimension.

 MPEG-2 can use a modified zig-zag for run-length encoding of the
coefficients:

Interlacing

 Although MPEG-2 only codes full frames (both fields), it
support both field prediction and frame prediction for
interlaced sources.

The current uncompressed frame has two fields.

Can do the motion search independently for each field.

Half the lines use one motion vector and half use the
other to produce the reference block.
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Typical MPEG-2 Frame Sizes

18

10

25

50

Size (KB)

29:1Ave:

50:1B-frame

20:1P-frame

10:1I-frame

CompressionType
Average sizes
for ~4Mb/s
video, Main
Profile at Main
Level (MP@ML)

Actual frame
sizes will vary a
lot depending on
content

MPEG-3

 Doesn’t exist.

Was aimed at HDTV.

Ended up being folded into MPEG-2.
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MPEG-4

 ISO/IEC designation 'ISO/IEC 14496’: 1999

 MPEG-4 Version 2: 2000

 Aimed at low bitrate (10Kb/s)

 Can scale very high (1Gb/s)

 Based around the concept of the composition of basic
video objects into a scene.

Media Objects
 Still images (e.g. as a fixed background);
 Video objects (e.g. a talking person - without the background;
 Audio objects (e.g. the voice associated with that person, background

music);
 Text and graphics;
 Talking synthetic heads and associated text used to synthesize the

speech and animate the head; animated bodies to go with the faces;
 Synthetic sound.

 Also 3-D objects.
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Composition of Media Objects
MPEG-4 provides a standardized way to describe a scene

 Place media objects in a coordinate system;
 Apply transforms to change the geometrical or acoustical

appearance of a media object;
 Group primitive media objects to form compound media objects;
 Apply streamed data to media objects

Eg: animation parameters driving a synthetic face
 Can change, interactively, the user’s viewing and listening points

anywhere in the scene.
 Builds on concepts from the Virtual Reality Modelling Language

(VRML)

[Source: ISO/IEC N4668]
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MPEG-4 Sprites

If you can segment
foreground motion from the
background, MPEG-4 allows
you to send it separately as a
sprite.

H.264  (MPEG-4, Part 10)

 MPEG-4, Part 10 is also known as H.264.

 Advanced video coding standard, finalized in 2003.
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H.264 vs MPEG-2
 Multi-picture motion compensation.

 Can use up to 32 different frames to predict a single frame.
 B-frames in MPEG-2 only code from two.

 Variable block-size motion compensation
 From 4x4 to 16x16 pixels.
 Allows precise segmentation of edges of moving regions.

 Quarter-pixel precision for motion compensation.
 Weighted prediction (can scale or offset predicted block)

 Useful in fade-to-black or cross-fade between scenes.
 Spatial prediction from the edges of neighboring blocks for "intra"

coding.
 Choice of several more advanced context-aware variable length

coding schemes (instead of Huffman).

H.264 performance

 Typically half the data rate of MPEG-2.

 HDTV:

MPEG-2: 1920x1080 typically 12-20 Mbps

H.264: 1920x1080 content at 7-8 Mbps
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H.264 Usage

 Pretty new, but expanding use.

 Included in MacOS 10 (Tiger) for iChat video conferencing.

 Used by Video iPod.

 Adopted by 3GPP for Mobile Video.

 Mandatory in both the HD-DVD and Blu-ray specifications
for High Definition DVD.


